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ELECTRON PROBE X-RAY MICROANALYSIS APPLIED TO
THIN SURFACE FILMS AND STRATIFIED SPECIMENS
J.L. Pouchou" and F. Pichoir
Department of Materials, Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches Aerospatiales (ONERA)
92320 Chatillon, FRANCE

Abstract

Introduction

The basic principles of X-ray microanalysis of thin
surface films and stratified targets are summarized. The
influence of the electron beam accelerating voltage on
the analyzed depth is discussed. It is shown that in the
field of soft X-rays, the effective depth of analysis is
most often limited by the absorption of the radiation in
the specimen itself. For high energy radiations, the importance of the secondary emission due to fluorescence
excited by the continuous radiation and by the characteristic lines is outlined. The main concepts of the recent
cj,(pz)models used for quantitation in the recent software
packages are reminded. The performance of the technique for the simultaneous determination of the mass
thicknesses and the compositions of the layers in a stratified target is illustrated with several examples. These
examples also illustrate the capability and the limitations
of the iterative procedure used in the recent software
packages such as Strata or Multi.film.

X-ray microanalysis (XRMA) can be performed by
wavelength dispersive spectrometry (WDS) in electron
microprobes (EPMA) or by energy dispersive spectrometry (EDS) in scanning electron microscopes
(SEM). Conventionally, the technique is applied to the
elementary chemical analysis of volumes of the order of
1 mm3 . In contrast with other analytical methods,
XRMA enables one to perform the quantitation in an absolute way, i.e., it is not necessary to use reference
standards close to the specimen. Every standard, pure
element or compound containing the element of interest,
is convenient in principle. The conventional quantitative
procedures used for the past 20 years (ZAF was the
most popular), were based on two main hypotheses: (1)
the measured X-rays should not be too strongly absorbed
by the specimen itself; and (2) the volume of X-ray
emission should be homogeneous. Assuming these conditions were fulfilled, the quantitation was conceived as
a technique of corrections (atomic number correction,
absorption correction, and fluorescence correction).
These correction factors were applied to the k-ratios,
i.e., to the concentrations obtained in a first approximation by dividing, for every element, the intensity of the
characteristic line emerging from the specimen by the intensity of the corresponding pure element standard.
These conventional correction methods were not able to
give accurate results in the situations with high correct~on factors.
· '••1ii the beginning of the 1980's, the growing need for
reliable quantitative analysis of light elements (the low
energy radiation of which is always strongly or very
strongly absorbed) and for the characterization of indepth heterogeneous specimens led to new quantitative
models which are now superseding the conventional procedures. The modified surface-centered Gaussian model
(MSG) of Packwood and Brown (1981) and the parabolic PAP and the XPPs model of Pouchou and Pichoir
(1984a, 1987, 1991) are presently the most widely used.
Although having different starting points and
mathematics, they aim to produce realistic in-depth
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distributions of the primary generated intensity {the
cp(pz) function}, for a wide range of electron and X-ray
energies. In fact, the distribution cp(pz), the concept of
which was introduced by Castaing (1951) in his pioneering work, is the key of advanced quantitative procedures. Nowadays, the cp(pz) function is sufficiently well
known to properly evaluate the strong absorption effects
for soft X-rays and to compute directly, in the case of
stratified specimens, meaningful values of the X-ray intensity emitted by a surface layer, a buried layer, or a
substrate.
The present paper gives an overview of typical
problems of near-surface analysis that can (or cannot) be
solved by advanced XRMA procedures and demonstrates
the capability of the new software packages Strata and
Multi.film developed on the basis of PAP and XPP
models.
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Figure l. Ultimate ionization depth vs. accelerating
voltage in several pure targets.

Resolution in Depth and Sensitivity
element of this layer depends on the mass thickness of
this element, on the analytical line used, and on the mass
thickness and the nature of the overlayer(s) covering the
buried layer. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the influence of
the analytical line and of the nature of the elements involved: Figure 2 shows the hypothetical case of a thin
Cu deposit of 10 mg/cm 2 ( - 10 nm) on a Zn substrate,
covered by a layer of 250 mg/cm 2 Zn ( - 250 nm).
The curves of the calculated k-ratios show: (1) that the
appearance voltage of this buried layer is about 8 to 10
kV, depending on whether the La or the Ka line is considered, and (2) that for both lines, the highest k-ratio is
obtained near 20 kV and reaches about 2 %. If one considers that a typical limit of detection for these lines at
20 kV is in the order of 0.1 %, one can conclude that 10
nm Cu covered by 250 nm Zn is quite easily detectable
both by WDS and EDS. In Figure 3, the elements Cu
and Zn have been exchanged; the only important difference with the previous case is that the Zn La radiation of the buried layer is strongly absorbed in the upper
Cu layer (the m.a.c., µ,Ip, for Zn La in Cu is about
10000 cm 2 /g, whereas µ,Ip for Cu La in Zn was about
1800 in the previous example). As a consequence, the
buried Zn layer is only detectable by use of the Zn Ka
line but not with the Zn La line. For soft X-rays, it is
frequent that the effective depth of emission is limited by
the absorption in the specimen itself. Other examples
will illustrate this point in a later section.

As far as the resolution in depth is concerned,
XRMA under electron beam bombardment cannot compete with surface techniques, such as, Auger electron
spectroscopy, photo-electron spectroscopy, or secondary
ion mass spectrometry. Figure l shows that even for
soft X-rays generated by low energy electrons (in the
vicinity of 1 keV), the depth of X-ray emission (similar
in this case to the depth of excitation since the absorption is negligible) cannot be much less than about 10
µ,g/cm2 , i.e., 10 nm in a material with a density of 10.
However, the technique offers an interesting sensitivity
to the surface, e.g., segregation of 0.1 mg/cm 2 and even
less can be detected by WDS. Even with EDS, the detection limit of which is slightly worse because of a less
favorable peak-to-background ratio, surface segregation
of a few tenths of mg/cm 2 can be detected. For such
thin segregation, one should, in principle, work with a
low energy electron beam and measure soft X-rays.
However, some of the low energy lines have to be used
with great care; for example, the L lines of the transition elements of the 4th period (Sc to Ni) may be a
source of problems in the quantitation since they exhibit
significant changes in their intensity and in their mass
absorption coefficient (m.a.c.), depending on chemical
bonding (Pouchou and Pichoir, 1988).
The capability of detecting elements located at some
distance below the surface depends primarily on the
electron accelerating voltage. The highest voltage available in the commercial instruments (SEM or EPMA) is
generally between 30 and 50 kV. Figure 1 shows that
under such conditions, the ultimate ionization depth is of
the order of a few mg/cm 2 (i.e., a few micrometers for
a target with a density of 10). When a buried layer is
excited by the electrons, the capability of detecting an

Distribution in Depth of the Primary Ionization
Very rough approximations
nated as cp(pz) since Castaing's
during the last two decades to
correction in the conventional
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perform the absorption
ZAF procedure. The
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The MSG (modified surface-centered Gaussian model)
0.02

The MSG model of Packwood and Brown (1981),
and Packwood et al. (1987) is based on a random walk
approach. Hence, the cp(pz) function is described by a
surface-centered Gaussian, which, however, has to be
modified by an exponential transient near the surface to
take into account the fact that the incident electrons do
not penetrate isotropically into the specimen, but with
almost the same direction:
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Figure 2. Simulation of Cu Ka and Cu La k-ratios vs.
accelerating voltage for a thin Cu layer buried under Zn
(40° take-off angle assumed).
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The MSG distribution is defined by four shape parameters: the width 1/a of the Gaussian (the calculation
of which involves the Bethe electron slowing down expression); and the amplitude r of the hypothetical pure
Gaussian (which involves the ionization cross-section);
the ·effective value ¢(0) of the distribution at the surface
(surface ionization); the argument (3 of the exponential
transient (which alters the pure Gaussian near the
surface). The values of the original parameters have
been revised by Bastin (1984) to improve the
performance of the model for light element analysis.
Later, instead of relating empirically the argument (3 to
a, Bastin and Heij ligers ( 1991) proposed to set the (3
value such that the MSG distribution would have the
same area as in the models of Pouchou and Pichoir
(1987, 1991).
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Figure 3. Simulation of Zn Ka and Zn La k-ratios vs.

The PAP model of Pouchou and Pichoir

accelerating voltage for a thin Zn layer buried under Cu
(40° take-off angle assumed).

The PAP model of Pouchou and Pichoir (1987,
1991) uses two connected parabolas to describe ¢(pz).
The model has been designed to agree with the definition
of cp(pz)by Castaing, i.e., the area of the distribution is
proportional to the number Nj of primary ionizations
produced per incident electron on the level j of atoms A:

most popular approximations for ¢(pz) have been the
exponential model of Philibert (1963) and the square
model of Bishop (1974). The latter has shown that even
with an oversimplified model, it is possible to perform
satisfactory absorption corrections, provided that the
mean depth for X-ray generation is well parameterized.
Unfortunately, these approximate models were not able
to produce good quantitative results in the case of light
element analysis (B, C, N, 0, etc.) and could not be
applied successfully to layered specimens, in spite of
several attempts.
During the 1980's, new models based on more realistic descriptions of the ¢(pz) distribution have been
developed. The three models below are employed in
different commercial software packages, and are now
widely used.

with
F

= J ¢(pz) · d(pz).

(2)

QjCE0 ) is the ionization cross-section of level j at initial
electron energy E 0 ; p is the specific weight of the target; A is the atomic mass of the element; CA is its mass
concentration; and N° is the Avogadro's number. The
computation of Nj involves expressions for the electron
energy loss dE/dps, the ionization cross-section and the
losses 1-R due to backscattered electrons:
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1
Ei

Nj = CA· N°/A · R ·

Q/EJ/(dE/dps)

· dE. (3)

f(pz)

0

In addition to the fundamental area parameter F,
three other parameters are used to completely define the
shape of the distribution: the ultimate ionization range
Rx for the level of interest, the depth ~ corresponding
to the maximum of the distribution, and the surface ionization ¢(0). The PAP model has been principally parameterized on the basis of stratified specimen experiments. It has been shown to give reliable results in this
field as well as for light element analysis (Willich, 1987,
1992a; Willich and Obertop, 1988, 1989; Willich et al.,
1988).
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The basic parameter is the area below the ¢(pz)
curve as in the PAP model. The surface ionization ¢(0)
is unchanged; the two other shape parameters are the
mean depth for X-ray generation~ and the slope of the
distribution at the surface. A unique feature of XPP is
that all the ¢(pz) parameters are expressed as a function
of the specimen tilt angle (Pouchou et al., 1989).
Figures 4 and 5 compare the ¢(pz) distributions predicted by PAP and XPP models for Al K ionizations by
15 keV electrons in light and heavy targets (Al and W)
at normal beam incidence. Although the models use different mathematical descriptions, it can be verified that
they produce very similar distributions. It is also interesting to note that for a given line at a given accelerating
voltage, the ultimate depth of ionization (expressed in
mass units) is roughly independent on the atomic number
of the target. In the case of layered specimens, this
helps greatly to estimate the excited depth without knowing the nature of the specimen. For a rough estimation
of the ultimate ionization depth, one can use the following modification of the Castaing formula:
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2

Figures 4 and 5. Comparisons of ¢(pz) vs. pz produced by PAP and XPP models for Al Ka radiation in
Al (Figure 4) and in W (Figure 5) at 15 kV.

------------------------------Figures 6 and 7 show the variation of the ¢(pz) distribution with electron beam energy for K and Lm ionizations in Cu. It can be seen that at high electron energy, the maximum depth of ionization is almost the
same (approx. 1 mg/cm 2 at 20 kV) for both levels, in
spite of their different critical energies (8.98 and 0.933
keV). This is no longer true near the critical energy: at
10 kV for the Cu Ka line, the ultimate ionization depth
is in the order of 100 mg/cm 2 ( ~ 100 nm); at this low
overvoltage ratio ( ~ 1. 1) the Cu Ka intensity would be
ve~y weak; on the contrary, at 2 ke V for the Cu La
line, all the radiation is generated in less than 20
mg/cm 2 ( ~ 20 nm), but the overvoltage ratio, higher
than 2, is such that useful intensity and peak-to-background ratio would be obtained (Pouchou and Pichoir,
1990).
Figures 8 to 11, relative to SiC at 5 and 15 kV, illustrate that, in some cases, the absorption has a strong
influence on the effective analyzed depth. The mass absorption coefficients in the compound are very different

Rx (µ,g/cm2) = 7 · (E0 1.7 - E{ 7) · g(UJ

+ {(3 / E{ 5) I (U0 + 0.3)2}.

Al

1.5

The XPP model is the latest model produced by
Pouchou et al. (1990) and Pouchou and Pichoir (1991).
The aim was to create a reliable but simpler mathematical model able to describe properly, with a single set of
expressions, the ¢(pz) distribution at any electron beam
incidence in order to use it efficiently for EDS analysis
in SEM. A satisfactory description of the distribution is
obtained by combining exponential and linear functions,
as follows:

g(U 0 ) = 1

Al Kin

2

XPP model of Pouchou and Pichoir

with

4

PAP

(5)
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Figures 6 and 7. Plots of cp(pz) vs. pz curves for Cu Ka (Figure 6) and Cu La (Figure 7) in Cu at different accelerating voltages (XPP model).
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atomic numbers, this approximation of a smooth q,(pz)
function, with a shape changing progressively with the
atomic numbers and the thicknesses of the layers, becomes more questionable: the Monte-Carlo simulations
actually indicate significant distortions of the q,(pz)
curves near the interfaces (Karduck et al., 1990). In the
case of a single layer on a substrate, the most critical
situation obviously occurs for a maximum difference in
the atomic numbers (e.g., very light element on heavy
substrate) and when the depth of the interface is of the
order of half the ultimate ionization depth. In such unfavorable extreme situations, we believe that the error
on the intensities computed with the assumption of a
smooth <f>(pz)function with weighted parameters may
exceed 20 % relative. Fortunately, for all the elements
of a given layer, the error is generally of the same order
of magnitude. Hence, since the process of simultaneous
determination of thickness and composition of a layer requires that the concentrations be normalized, the error of
the chemical analysis is limited, and most of the uncertainty lies in the determination of the thickness.
In those extreme situations where the quantitation
may be less accurate, the operator should always try to
select the most appropriate analytical conditions. For
example, in the case of a thin film with a low atomic
number at the surface of a heavy substrate, it may be
better, even if the experimental peak-to-background ratio
is poor, to operate at a rather high voltage, so that the
q,(pz) curve of the specimen will unambiguously be properly approximated by that of the substrate.
Before introducing some computer programs presently available for the characterization of layered specimens, it may be useful to explain, with simple arguments, how a set of k-ratios makes it possible to simultaneously obtain the mass thickness and the composition of
a layer on a substrate. Let us first point out that in the
case of conventional analysis of homogeneous microvolumes, one can consider that, in principle, it is not necessary to analyze all N elements present in the sample: analyzing N-1 elements and computing the last one by difference is, in principle, sufficient. In usual practice,
when all the elements are measured, the extra information allows one to check that the sum of the concentrations is close to 100 %. In the case of a stratified specimen, if all the elements of a layer are measured and if
the concentrations resulting from the computation are
normalized, one can use the extra information given by
the sum of the k-ratios to derive the mass thickness of
the layer.

for the Si and C lines: Si Ka is moderately absorbed
(µ,Ip = 375 cm2 lg), but not the CK line (µ,Ip = 26500
cm2lg). At 5 kV (Figure 8), the curves for the generated and the emerging Si K intensities are almost identical. At 5 kV for the C K line (Figure 9), the influence
of the absorption is not negligible: the distribution of the
emerging intensity is peaked closer to the surface than
the generated intensity, and the effective depth of X-ray
emission is about half the ultimate depth of ionization.
At 15 kV for Si K (Figure 10), the curves for the generated and the emerging intensities are still similar, the
analyzed depth being about 6 times higher than at 5 kV;
but for C K (Figure 11), there is a drastic influence of
the absorption: C K photons can only emerge from a
small fraction of the excited depth, so that, in spite of
the voltage, the analyzed depth remains almost the same
as at 5 kV.

Use of the ¢(pz) Function for Layered Specimens
In the general case of a layered specimen, a layer of
index s, located from mass depth pz 8 to pz 8 + 1 and containing element A with a mass concentration CA8 , emits
in a characteristic line of A, an X-ray intensity proportional to:
pz •• 1

I

A

s

CA s . TA s .

f

<I>
A(pz) .

exp( -xz s. pz) . dpz

PZ,

s-1

with

TA s ~

II exp(.:ipzk .

(XA s - XA k))

k=l

(6)
T As takes into account the absorption of the radiation of layer s by the upper layers of mass thicknesses
.:ipzk = (pzk - pzk_1). The terms XA8 and XA k are the
absorption factors of A radiation in the layers s and k (x
is formed by multiplying the m.a.c., µ,Ip, by the cosecant of the photon take-off angle 0).
The intensity of a bulk standard would be obtained
by setting TA8 = 1 and by integrating from pz = 0 to
infinity (or to Rx in the PAP model). Expression (6) is
general and is valid for any <f>(pz)model.
In the analytical <f>(pz)models presently available, it
is assumed that the distribution in a stratified specimen
is not basically different from that of an homogeneous
one. Obviously, this assumption is valid when the layers have similar diffusion and stopping powers for the
impinging electrons (i.e., when the layers have similar
mean atomic numbers). In such a case, the basic parameters of every <f>(pz)model can be computed with good
accuracy by the use of an appropriate weighting rule for
each of them (Packwood et al., 1987; Pouchou and
Pichoir, 1990). But when the layers have very different

Strata and Multi.film Software Packages
Strata and Multi.film have been developed for
advanced applications in XRMA, mainly for the
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characteriz.ation of surface segregation and stratified
specimens.
Strata, available either in a PC/Windows or in a
SUN /Sunview version, is a general purpose off-line program that uses k-ratios as input data. Multi.film, specially designed for the Kevex EDS system, can use a k-ratio
file or handle directly the Kevex deconvoluted spectra.
Both programs enable processing of data measured at
one or several accelerating voltages. The voltage(s) can
be different from one element to another. Either the
XPP model or the PAP model can be presently applied
for the quantitation (only XPP allows the use of oblique
electron beam incidence).
An "as soon as possible" option (ASAP) has also
been included into Multi.film, to enable analyses performed by measuring only a limited set of standards (at
least one), whatever the number of elements to be analyzed and whatever the number of accelerating voltages
used. In this procedure, the X-ray intensities of all
missing pure standards are computed on the basis of the
measured one(s). The first results indicate that this kind
of standardless mode may be applied successfully for K
lines. But when L and M lines are involved, further
work is needed to take into account, more properly, the
effect of the Coster-Kronig radiation-less transitions.
Both programs include the secondary emission due
to the fluorescence excited by characteristic lines and by
the X-ray continuum, using the formulas proposed by us
in 1988 at the NBS Workshop on Electron Probe Quantitation (Pouchou and Pichoir, 1991). More recently,
Waldo (1991) has discussed the fluorescence by the
characteristic lines in more detail. Taking both types of
fluorescence into account is very important in cases
where high energy radiations are measured: omitting the
secondary emission may lead to strong errors, even in
the qualitative understanding of the experimental data.
Because a full computation of the fluorescence at several
voltages and for a layered specimen takes time (the computing time almost doubles when the fluorescence is included), a switch allows skipping this secondary effect,
if desired. Actually, the fluorescence may be neglected
when soft X-ray data are processed, but it must definitely be taken into account for energetic lines. Several examples have already shown (Pouchou and Pichoir, 1991;
Pouchou et al., 1989) that, although the secondary excitation of an atom by fluorescence is a low probability
event as compared with the primary ioniz.ation by the
electrons, on the whole, the secondary emission represents an intensity which cannot be neglected, because it
is produced in a much larger volume than the primary
emission (for example, for Ni K, the range of excitation
by 10 keV photons is typically 10 times the range of excitation by 20 keV electrons). Figure 12 shows a set of
theoretical curves computed with Strata showing the

effects of the fluorescence in the simple case of Ni
coatings (0.1 to 5 µm thick) on a Fe substrate. At the
lowest voltages, just above the Ni K critical energy, one
can observe that, because of the fluorescence by the
continuum, the k-ratio for the Ni Ka line is not equal to
unity but lies between 0.95 and 1 (the total Ni K
fluorescence is less in the film than in a bulk standard).
Conversely, just above the Fe K critical energy, where
the electrons are not able to produce Fe K ioniz.ation in
the substrate, the Fe Ka k-ratio is not zero. In the
present case, the substrate is excited by the continuum
and, in addition, by the Ni K lines at electron energies
higher than the Ni K critical energy. Magnifying the
low overvoltage region shows that, for the thinnest film,
the fluorescence of the substrate due to the continuum is
about 4 %.
For this film thickness, the primary
excitation of the substrate occurs at - 8 kV. For
thicker films, the slope increase observed above 8 kV
corresponds to the appearance of the fluorescence
excited by the Ni K lines (critical energy 8.33 keV).
For the 0.5 and 1 µm films, Figure 12 clearly shows
that the total fluorescence of the substrate reaches 10% at voltages below the appearance potential for the
primary ioniz.ation by electrons. In the case of the thick
(5 µm) film, no primary ioniz.ation occurs at 30 kV, but
the fluorescence still represents - 3 % of the intensity of
a pure Fe standard. This demonstrates the danger in
assuming that a thick film is equivalent to a bulk specimen and of analyzing it using a conventional software
which does not consider the fluorescence of the substrate. We believe that this is a frequent source of
misinterpretation of EDS and WDS microanalysis data.
The implementation of the fluorescence by the continuum in the PAP and XPP models has led to modify

Figure 12. Ni Ka and Fe Ka k-ratios computed vs.
accelerating voltage for a Ni layer on Fe substrate with
different Ni thicknesses (0.1 to 5 µm), showing the
fluorescence by characteristic lines and by continuum
(40° take-off angle assumed).
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"K vs. HV", in which k-ratios are calculated and displayed as a function of the accelerating voltage for a
given description of the specimen (mass thicknesses and
compositions of the layers). The specimen description
may be an hypothesis made by the operator, or the result
of another working mode, the iterative mode. "K vs.
HV" can be used as a "help" utility prior to an experiment, to verify if the problem can reasonably be expected to be solved and to evaluate the best operating conditions for this problem (analytical line, accelerating
voltage range, etc.). "K vs. HV" can also be used after
the experiment, to process the data by a trial and error
approach, in which the operator formulates reasonable
hypotheses, to obtain the best agreement between the
calculated and the experimental k-ratios. This operating
mode is very general and can be applied in any case
(this does not mean, however, that any problem can be
solved completely with this method!). Strata provides
a forward and backward switch, from the "K vs. HV"
display to a "K vs. Rx" display, which may help in understanding the structure of the specimen (for a given
line, Rx is the ionization depth corresponding to HV); on
a "K vs. Rx" graph, the elements located in the same
layer will appear at the same abscissa, whatever their
critical energy, unlike on a "K vs. HV" plot.

the original expressions for the primary ionization produced by electrons. The reason is that, if one adds the
excitation by the continuum to any of the good quantitation procedures available, one gets a lower level of
performance when it is applied to conventional analysis,
i.e., to the computation of "corrections". For example,
the PAP and XPP models, which had been shown in
their original formulation to give a r.m.s. of 1.9% and
1. 8 %, respectively, when applied to a large file of 826
data (Pouchou and Pichoir, 1991), are deteriorated to
more than 2.5 % r.m.s. when the fluorescence by the
continuum is incorporated without any other change. In
fact, this is not really new; in the early times of the
ZAF procedure, Springer and Rosner (1969) had already
observed that better corrections were produced when the
fluorescence by continuum was disregarded. This is due
to the fact that all the existing models, which do not explicitly include the fluorescence by the continuum, have
been adjusted (consciously or not) to fit experimental
data in such a way that they compensate, more or less
implicitly, for the secondary emission. We believe that
the only place where such a compensation can take place
is the electron energy loss dE/dps. Hence, keeping the
same expression for the mean ionization potential J, we
have performed a new optimization of the slowing-down
expression in order to restore (and even improve upon)
the performance of XPP and PAP models, when the fluorescence by the continuum is implemented.
The general form of the deceleration expression is
unchanged (Pouchou and Pichoir 1987, 1991):

::s -[7]· [f(~)]
E

with V = -

3

and

f(V) =

J

L Dn ·

Iterative mode
The other important operating mode is the automatic
mode, where the thicknesses and the compositions of the
layers can be obtained simultaneously by an iterative
procedure. This exciting and powerful mode can be applied under the following conditions:
(a) all elements in a layer of unknown composition
should be measured, except those determined by
stoichiometry;
(b) all the layers to be characterized (including the
substrate) should be excited, and their radiations should
not be completely absorbed by the upper layers; and
(c) an element may be present in several layers, but
it is allowed to have an unknown concentration in one
layer only (it should be remembered that an element determined by stoichiometry is not considered as having an
unknown concentration).
In order to determine concentrations and thicknesses, different iterative schemes are used, depending
on whether some elements are present in several layers
or not. In both cases, the concentrations and the thicknesses are determined in separate loops. The concentrations are always obtained by simple iteration. When
there is no common element, the thicknesses are also determined by simple iteration. In the other case, when
there is a common element, the principle of the iteration
is to look for the least deviation of the calculated kratios from the experimental data.

(7)

V Pn.

n=l

The two first coefficients in Dn have been modified to:
D1

=

6.6 · 10-6 · (1 - 0.12 J)

and
D2 = 1.4 · 10-5 · (1 - 0.2 J)

(8)

In addition to these modifications, the computation
of the backscattering factor (R) has been refined by use
of a more accurate description of the energy distribution
of the backscattered electrons (see Appendix).

Operating Layered Specimen Software Packages
Strata and Multifilm offer two principal modes of
operation (computation of k-ratio curves and iterative
procedure) plus some additional accessory options.
Computation of k-ratio curves
The more general mode is a graphical mode called
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Iterative mode: Case 1: no element common to
several layers

f) For every element, the k-ratios are computed using Cj + 1 and Tj + 1• If the completion criterion is not
satisfied, a new iteration loop starts with this specimen
description.

a) Let j be the index of the current iteration loop.
This loop begins with a set of concentrations C/i,s) and
a set of layer mass thicknesses Tj(s), where i is the index of the element and s is the index of the layer. In
the first loop, the values of the concentrations and thicknesses result from an initialization step which can be a
rough estimate, as proposed by Waldo (1988), or any
other value.
b) For every layer s of unknown concentration, a
new set of concentrations is calculated by simple iteration. If a single k-ratio is measured per element, the
relation is:

Iterative mode: Case 2: elements common to several
layers
a) This step is the same as in case 1. Additionally,
the mean deviation Aj, between the k-ratios calculated
with C- and Tj and the experimental data, is stored.
b)J This step is the same as in case 1. Additionally,
at the end of the item, the deviation A0 , between the kratios calculated with Cj+ 1 and Tj and the experimental
data, is stored.
c) For every layer s (except the substrate) of unknown thickness, the k-ratios are computed using two
values of the thickness close to the current thickness Tf
T+ = Tj

Kexp(i) is the set of experimental k-ratios for element i, and Kca1c(i)is the set of k-ratios calculated by
use of the ¢(pz) model for the current specimen description.
If k-ratios for element i have been measured at m
different accelerating voltages, the simple iteration
becomes:
m
m
Cj+l(i,s) = C/i,s) · {IlKex/i) / IlKcalc(i)}11m.
(10)

with

L Kexp(i) / L Kcalc(i).
i

Tj - o(T)

= Tj / 20.

(14)

(15)

(11)

In practice, this operation needs to be performed
only a few times (not more than 4).
f) As in Case 1, the iteration is completed when the
stability of all concentrations and thicknesses is obtained.
g) If the stability is not obtained, a new loop begins
with the specimen description defined by Cj + 1 and Tj + 1.

i

Accessory working modes
The other useful accessory working modes of the
programs are the plot of ¢(pz) curves (examples in Figures 4 to 11), and in the case of Strata, the ability to
compute and plot calibration curves of k-ratios versus
the mass thickness, for layers of known composition, at
one or several voltages (example below).

m
(12)

e) The iteration is completed when the stability of
all the concentrations and thicknesses in all the layers is
obtained:

" = 10-4 •

=

d) For all the elements, the k-ratios are calculated
using the Cj + 1 and Tj + 1 values. The resulting deviation
Aj+ 1 is then computed.
e) To avoid oscillations, if Aj+ 1 is higher than the
initial deviation Aj, the amplitude of the thickness variation is limited as follows:

f = [log {IlKex/i)} 1/m / log {IlKcalc(i)}1/m].

with

o(Tj)

r

(T, A-).

d) If the composition of the substrate (defined by
index smax) is known, the k-ratios of the substrate elements are used to refine the estimation of the total mass
thickness . I: T-+
(s) of upper layers (the sum is comJ 1
puted from s = 1 to smax-1). The total mass thickness
is multiplied by a function f of Kex/Kcalc· For most
cases, a convenient expression for f is:

m

and

The resulting deviations from the experimental kratios are A+ and A-, respectively. The thickness Tj+l
is estimated by the abscissa of the minimum of the error
parabola defined by the points (Tj, A0 ), (T+, A+), and

Once they have all been calculated, the concentrations in layer s are normalized.
c) For every layers (substrate excluded), the thickness is re-evaluated on the basis of the sum of the kratios of the elements of this layer:
Tj+ I (s) .

+ o(T);

Examples of Applications
The examples in this section depict different applications of layered specimen software packages, from
very simple situations to more complex ones. Practi-

(13)
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cally all the illustrations presented here have been
produced with Strata. In this section, the thicknesses
will frequently be expressed in nanometers or
micrometers for easier ilnderstanding.
However, it
should be emphasized that only mass thicknesses make
sense and can be determined by the technique. The use
of nanometers or micrometers implies that a value of the
density has been assumed in the computation.
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Example 1: Au-Pd layer on a W substrate
This example is the simple problem of determining
the composition and mass thickness of a Au-Pd layer on
a W substrate. Since the atomic numbers of the layer
and the substrate are not very different, there is no difficulty regarding the accuracy of the method. For a
totally unspecified layer thickness, it would have been
necessary to make one preliminary measurement at high
voltage with the high energy L lines of Au or W, just to
roughly estimate the thickness. But here, knowing that
the layer was probably less than 100 nm thick, the soft
lines Au Ma, Pd La and W Ma were used. The k-ratios plotted in Figure 13 have been measured, by WDS,
at accelerating voitages ranging from 3.5 kV to 20 kV,
and at 40° take-off angle. The application of Strata
(iterative mode, XPP model with full fluorescence) leads
within a few seconds to the following result: a mass
thickness of 110 µg/cm 2 (equivalent to 67.3 nm assuming a density of 16.4 g/cm 3) and a composition of Au
62.4 wt% and Pd 37.6 wt%, in close agreement with the
composition measured on very thick deposits (several
µm). Before the final normalization, the sum of the
concentrations of the layer was 1.009. The curves of
Figure 13, drawn by switching to the "K vs. HV" mode,
are computed with the specimen description resulting
from the iterative mode. Their mean deviation from experimental k-ratios is 0.19% absolute (0.74% relative).
This example provides the opportunity of showing
a plot made in the "K vs. Thickness" mode, the composition of the layer being fixed at the value obtained by
iteration. For a better display, only 3 voltages have
been reported in Figure 14. In this mode, the vertical
alignment of the experimental k-ratios allows one to directly read the layer thickness in the figure and to
appreciate the scattering of the data.
It should be mentioned again that simple problems
of this type, where no element is present in several
layers, do not necessarily require measurement of kratios at several voltages. For example, we could use
only the Au, Pd and W k-ratios measured at a single
voltage (for example 15 kV), sufficient for the excitation
depths to be greater than the layer thickness. The iteration would quickly give a result very similar to that obtained with the full data set: a thickness of 68.2 nm, a
composition of 62.8-37.2 wt% (with a sum equal to
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Figure 13. Au Ma, Pd La, and W Mak-ratios vs. accelerating voltage for a Au-Pd layer on W substrate.
The curves calculated with the results of Strata iterative
procedure are compared with experimental data (take-off
angle = 40°).
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Figure 14. Plot of k-ratios vs. layer thickness for the
specimen defined in Figure 13. Arrows indicate the actual film thickness.
99.2 % before normalizing) and a mean deviation of
0. 34 % (0. 75 % relative).
One could even save experimental time (but consequently loose the ability of checking the consistency of
the result) by measuring only the k-ratios of the elements
of the layer (Au and Pd). Using the 15 kV data, one
would get a thickness of 67.6 nm and a composition of
62.8-37.2 wt% (the sum being necessarily equal to
100%).

Example 2: Au layer on Au-Pd layer on a W
substrate
This example shows a typical case where the iteration procedure is unable to give a meaningful result.
The specimen structure derives from the previous one,
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with a Au layer added on top. The difficulty here is that
Au is present in the first and the second layers. Since
Au has been deposited simultaneously on a W substrate,
we actually know that its thickness is close to 80 nm
(assuming the density of bulk gold). Figure 15 shows
the k-ratios measured between 5 and 30 kV. If one tries
to apply the iterative mode to this problem, assuming
that the thicknesses of both layers, as well as the composition of the buried Au-Pd layer, are unknown, the result
is that the iteration does not converge to the proper description of the specimen. The reason is that in this particular case, the residual inaccuracy of the model and the
small scattering of the experimental k-ratios are such
that several specimen descriptions give almost the same
deviation from the experimental points. This can be verified by running the iterative mode with a fixed value of
the Au layer. If a fixed value of 80 nm is assumed for
the top layer thickness, the iteration gives 68 nm as the
thickness of the buried layer and the composition 63.235.5 % (total 98.7%), with a mean deviation of0.20%.
If a thickness of 85 nm is assumed for the top layer, one
gets 63 nm and 56.9-42.3% (total 99.2%) for the buried
layer, with a mean deviation of 0.19 %. For 90 nm Au
on top, one gets 49.1-50.7% (total 99.8%), with a deviation of 0.20%.
Obviously, for this problem, the
changes of the residual deviation are too low to get a
reliable solution by the iterative method. However, one
could improve, by first using the "K vs. HY" mode to
estimate, "by eye", the thickness of the surface gold
film, taking advantage of the low voltage data (appearance potential) and, thereafter, by using the iterative
scheme to independently characterize the second layer.
Unfortunately, the accuracy of the Au thickness which
can be estimated by the appearance potential is not sufficient to lead to a reliable composition of the Au-Pd
layer.
It is important to point out that problems which
could seem to be similar to this latter one would in fact
be solved without difficulty. For example, if the surface
layer was an alloy (e.g., Au-Cu), instead of being pure
Au, its thickness could be easily obtained from the decrease, at sufficiently high voltages, of the k-ratios of
the extra element copper. Another easy situation would
be realized by exchanging the Au and Au-Pd layers of
example above (setting Au-Pd on top, and then pure Au
on the W substrate); in this configuration, the Au and Pd
k-ratios measured at low overvoltage would unambiguously provide the composition, while the Pd data at a
higher voltage would give the thickness of the first
layer, and the Au and W data at high voltage would give
the total thickness of both layers.
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Figure 15. Au Ma, Pd La, and W Mak-ratios vs. accelerating voltage for a Au / Au-Pd I W sandwich.
Theoretical curves are calculated with the specimen
description indicated in the figure.
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Figure 16. Al Ka, Si Ka, and O Ka k-ratios plotted
vs. accelerating voltage for SiO2 coated with Al.
Theoretical curves are calculated with the specimen description resulting from the Strata iterative procedure
(40° take-off angle).
with Al. The unknowns are supposed to be the Al thickness and the composition of the silicon oxide. This example has been selected because: (1) the goal is to analyze a substrate; (2) a light element (oxygen) has to be
determined; and (3) the substrate is an insulator. Figure
16 shows the k-ratios for Al Ka, Si Ka and O Ka lines
measured between 5 and 30 kV (for oxygen, a conductive Y3Fe 5 O 12 uncoated standard was used). Running
Strata (iterative mode, PAP model with full fluorescence) gives the following result: 113 nm Al thickness
(assuming the nominal density), and substrate composition of Si 46.5, 0 53.5 wt% (total of 98 % before normalization). Figure 16 shows good agreement, even for
oxygen, between the experimental points and the curves
computed in the "K vs. HY" mode by using these

Example 3: silica specimen coated with aluminum
This example is relative to a SiO 2 specimen coated
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results. ft is encouraging (and even surprising because
of the highly insulating character of the substrate) to observe that the analysis of the oxide is quite close to the
true composition ( l % relative error).
The
comparison of this experiment with other experiments,
made at the same time with conventional thin carbon
coatings, seems to indicate that a relatively thick Al
coating (as here) gives better and less scattered results.
In addition to the experimental data of Figure 16,
Figure 17 contains one very low k-ratio (0.0054) measured for Si Ka at 2.5 kV. With this additional data, the
iteration converges towards the correct Al thickness (because of the Al data), but towards an incorrect composition of the silicon oxide substrate. The curves of Figure
17 illustrate this wrong result. The explanation of this
pernicious effect is given by equation (9): very small kratios, such as that measured and calculated at 2.5 kV
near the Si Ka appearance potential, are never very accurate, so that, in equation (9), they often produce
values of the Kexp / Kcalc ratio very far from unity;
hence, the concentration is strongly affected at every iteration step. Consequently, the practical rule for a proper operation is to eliminate this type of data from the
file before running the iteration procedure. But, since
these data have, however, the interest of giving information on the appearance potential, they can be restored on
a "K vs. HY" plot or other similar displays.
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carbide fiber (typical diameter 100 µm). The objective
of the experiment was to control the coating, which was
supposed to be, according to the manufacturer's specifications, approximately l µm carbon covered by about l
µm TiB 2 . Because of the shape of the specimen and because light elements have to be analyzed, this type of
experiment requires great care, mainly to avoid experimental errors due to a bad geometrical configuration of
the specimen with respect to the spectrometer. In particular, it is essential for the electron beam to be accurately
focused on top of the fiber, and for the fiber to be

This last example is relative to a coated silicon

1 µm C

I

Figure 17. Same as in Figure 16, with one additional
Si Ka data at 2.5 kV, which makes the iterative process
fail.

Example 4: coated silicon carbide fiber
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oriented towards the spectrometer port (Figure 18).
Figure 19 compares the curves calculated by Strata,
assuming the nominal structure, with a set of experimental k-ratios measured by WDS for B, Ti, and Si at
several accelerating voltages. The k-ratios for carbon
are not plotted on Figure 19, since the C K radiation
generated in a buried layer covered by 1 µm TiB 2 is
completely absorbed and cannot be detected. Figure 19
shows obviously that there is a strong disagreement
between the measured and the assumed k-ratios. The
measured boron k-ratios, which come close to 1 when
the voltage decreases, and the measured titanium kratios, which are much lower at low voltages than the
computed curve, clearly indicate that the outer layer is
closer to pure boron than to TiB 2 . Moreover, the measured Si k-ratios, which are much higher than the computed curve, indicate that the total mass thickness of the
material covering the SiC fiber is less than the assumed
mass thickness. To evaluate the capability of the technique, we tried, just after having observed this discrepancy, to determine a probable structure of the specimen,
using only these EPMA data and without having any
other information. Because of the way the experimental
Ti k-ratios were varying with the voltage and because
the coating was supposed to contain TiB 2, we hypothesized that the coating consisted of three layers: a carbon
layer upon the substrate, a buried TiB 2 layer, and, at the
surface, a boron-rich layer containing a small amount of
titanium.
With this hypothesis, we have two layers
containing common elements (B and Ti), but since the
composition of one of these layers is supposed to be
known (TiB 2 ), the iterative mode of Strata can be used.
Figure 20 gives a partial copy of the displayed windows
with the result of the iteration: a carbon layer of - 1.25
µm thickness, covered by - 60 run TiB 2 , covered by a
layer of - 0.4 µm containing mainly boron, and - 5 %
Ti. Figure 21, obtained in the "K vs. HV" mode,
shows the agreement between this result and the
experimental data. At this point, it is certain that the
coating does not agree with the specification of the
manufacturer. However, in spite of the good agreement
shown in Figure 21, it is not possible to certify that the
real structure of the coating strictly agrees with the
obtained result. For example, one could imagine that
the Ti-B compound in the buried layer could be TiB
instead of TiB 2 . With this assumption, the iterative
mode would give a different result, with almost the same
mean deviation between the computed curves and the
experimental data (0.32 % instead of0.30% ): the C layer
thickness would be almost unchanged, the thickness of
the TiB layer would be - 15 % lower, and the thickness
of the outer layer would be - IO% higher. After this
experiment, SEM observations in the back scattered
electron (BSE) mode of fibers, polished normal to their
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Figure 19. Curves of B K, Ti Ka and Si Ka k-ratios
computed for the nominal description of the coated fibre
of Figure 18, showing strong disagreement with
experimental measurements (40° take-off).

axis, showed the presence of a thin bright line in the
median region of the coating. Further investigations by
TEM and micro-diffraction confirmed that this thin layer
was actually TiB 2 , and that the outer layer was boron
with a very fine dispersion of Ti-rich precipitates
(Brisset et al., 1992).
Before leaving this example, it should be remarked
that the thickness of the buried carbon layer was evaluated by the iterative method without any experimental
data for carbon. In fact, the carbon thickness entirely
results from the Si k-ratios of the substrate (of known
composition).
It should also be mentioned that when a very light
element is present in several layers in various chemical
forms (each having a specific shape of the emission
band), the shape of the measured characteristic line can
change with the voltage, depending on the relative contribution of every compound to the emerging radiation.
Hence, for this element, one has to measure area kratios at every voltage to avoid significant errors.

Conclusions
The capability of X-ray microanalysis techniques by
electron beam excitation is much higher than it is frequently assumed. In particular, the technique can be applied very efficiently to the detection of near-surface
segregation, down to 10-4 mg/cm 2 , and to the characterization of layered specimens, up to about 1 mg/cm 2 .
The advantages of the technique are: (1) it is local and
non-destructive (except for some fragile specimens); (2)
it can be performed using any commercial instrument
(electron microprobe or analytical SEM); and (3) it
provides truly quantitative compositions and mass
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Figure 20. Partial screen dump of Strata showing the iterative process (bottom window) and the final result (top
window). TiB 2 composition assumed for the 2nd layer.
thicknesses. Its domain of application fills the gap
between the surface techniques such as Auger electron
spectroscopy and the "bulk" techniques such as X-ray
fluorescence.
In simple cases, where every element is present in
a single layer of a stratified specimen, one can obtain an
accurate chemical and dimensional characteriz.ation of
the specimen very rapidly, by applying a simple iterative
procedure to the k-ratios measured at a single voltage (as
in conventional microanalysis). If some elements are
present in several layers, but have an unknown concentration in only one of them, another iteration scheme,
which often requires k-ratios measured at several voltages, can be applied. More complex specimen structures may be solved (sometimes only partially) by a
graphically assisted trial and error method.
Recent software packages such as Strata and Multifilm are powerful tools for these applications. Since
they allow simulation for many specimen types, for
different geometrical situations, and for various
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Figure 21. Curves of B K, Ti Ka and Si Ka k-ratios
corresponding to the result of Figure 20.
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Symbol Table

operating conditions; and since they include the effects
of secondary fluorescence by lines and continuum, they
are also a didactic means of education in the field of
quantitative X-ray microanalysis.

Appendix
Backscattering factor

¢(pz)

in-depth distribution of primary ionization

pz

mass depth (gcm- 2)

p

density (gcm- 3)

¢(0)

surface ionization

NJ

number of ionizations produced per electron on
level j

In the most recent versions of the PAP and XPP
models, including the fluorescence by the continuum, the
computation of the backscattering factor (R) involves a
refined expression for the energy distribution of the
backscattered electrons (now expressed with two terms
instead of one term as in previous versions):
(l/11)·(d11/dW) = [{A·(a+l)·W°'}
- {B · ({3+ 1) · wd}],

weight concentration of element A
atomic mass of element A (g)
Avogadro's number
energy of incident electrons (ke V)
ionization cross-section of level j at energy E
(cm 2 )

(16)

where 1/ is the electron backscattering coefficient and W
= E I E 0 represents the reduced energy of the backscattered electrons. The coefficients A, B, a and {3 are deduced easily from the following conditions imposed on
the function:
- the function equals zero for W = 0 and W = 1;
- its integral from W = 0 to W = 1 is equal to
unity;
- it should provide the same mean reduced energy
of the backscattered electrons as previously (Pouchou
and Pichoir 1987, 1991);
- its shape should vary properly with the mean
atomic number of the target ~- For this, the following
relationship between a and {3 is used:

F

area below the c/>(pz)curve (g/cm 2)

dE/dps

electron energy loss rate (keY.g-1cm 2 )

R

backscattering factor

Ej

critical energy of level j (keV)

Rx

ultimate ionization depth (gcm- 2 )

Rb

mean ionization depth (gcm- 2 )

Rm

2)
depth where c/>(pz)is maximum (!,,"Cm-

U0

overvoltage ratio

x

absorption factor µ/pcosec(0) (cmlg-

µIp

mass absorption coefficient ( cm¾;- 1)

0

take-off angle

(17)

z

atomic number
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mean ionization potential (ke V)
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Dn

slowing-down parameters (kev-2cm- 2)

Kexp

experimental k-ratio

Kcalc

theoretical k-ratio

s

layer index

smax

substrate index

T(s)

2)
layer mass thickness (!:,>Cm-

C(i,s)

weight concentration of element i in layer s

m

number of accelerating voltages

1/

fraction of backscattered electrons

W

reduced energy of backscattered electron

Zb

mean atomic number
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Discussion with Reviewers

J. Cazaux: I do not understand how the incoming electrons, having a kinetic energy just above the Ni K critical energy, may generate a significant continuous radiation in the energy range greater than the critical energy
to lead to a significant fluorescence correction. Following Kramers' expression, this number is zero when E =
EK and the expected correction is also zero (even if the
photo absorption cross-section is at maximum).
Authors: Firstly, we would like to point out that the
lowest value of the overvoltage U accepted by our software programs is 1.05. Hence, in the present paper, the
lowest voltage in the "K vs. HY" plots is not EK, but
1.05 times EK.
It is correct that the continuous intensity above the
K critical energy tends to zero when the overvoltage
tends to unity but so does the primary generated K intensity. Hence, the point is to know which one has the
higher rate of variation in the vicinity of U = 1.
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Measurements made in the low overvoltage range down
to 1.05 on synthetic layered specimens (Pouchou et al.,
1989; Pouchou and Pichoir, 1990, 1991) show, without
ambiguity, that the contribution of the secondary emission excited by the continuum relative to the primary
emission is: (l) typically of the order of 4-5 % for Ni K;
(2) almost constant in a wide range of accelerating voltages; and (3) slightly increasing when U tends to the
lowest values. The latter point indicates that just above
EK, the intensity of the continuum increases more rapidly than the primary generated intensity. Such a behavior
justifies the expression of the continuous intensity proposed by Kulenkampff (1935). To roughly describe the
fast increase of the continuum intensity at U = 1,
Kulenkampff added an extra term, depending only on z2
to the Kramers' voltage-dependent term. In our own
software packages, an expression of this type is used to
compute the fluorescence by the continuum (Pouchou
and Pichoir, 1991).

but not from a few kV up to 40 kV. Hence, the first
criterion for a quantitative model to be of general use is
that the variation of the emerging intensity versus
voltage should be predicted correctly in the entire
voltage range with a single m.a.c. value. For the model
to be really good, such an agreement should be obtained
with the "true" m.a.c. value. Unfortunately, some of
the absorption coefficients reported in the literature are
not really well known. That is why it would be difficult
to separate the influence of the cJ>(pz)shape and that of
the m.a.c. in a cJ>(pz)parameterization procedure which
would only consider reference data acquired on homogeneous specimens, without any information about the
shape of cJ>(pz). For the PAP model, we followed another procedure. Three principal types of data were
used:
(1) measurements in a wide voltage range of synthetic stratified specimens (thin films of pure elements
with known mass thicknesses deposited on pure substrates). Opposite to the tracer method, this technique
does not give a direct access to the cJ>(pz)function but
permits to reconstruct the function from its partial integrals. Experimentally, this technique is easier and probably more accurate than the tracer method. If the atomic number of the substrate is lower than that of the
layer, one can take advantage, at the same time, of a
low absorption (only self-absorption is involved for the
radiation of the film) and of the absence of fluorescence
excited by lines of the substrate;
(2) Monte-Carlo simulations, giving the main trends
of the variation of the cJ>(pz)parameters with electron
energy, critical energy, and atomic number; and
(3) Independent data from the literature (mainly
measurements of the electron penetration depth and
tracer experiments). Additionally, to perform the final
adjustment of cJ>(pz),it was postulated that three values
of self-absorption coefficients in high-, medium-, and
low-Z targets were known with a sufficient accuracy:
µIp - 1 JOOcm 2 1g for Au Ma in Au, µIp - 1500 for
Zn La in Zn, and µIp - 2200 for C K in diamond.
Since the direct access to each individual parameter
of the cJ>(pz)model is not possible, the search for the
overall consistency between the model and data of different types was, to our opinion, the only way to find a
cJ>(pz)description close to the "truth". One proof is that
as early as in the beginning of 1985, the PAP model applied for the first time to boron measurements {those of
Bastin and Heijligers (1986) before they were published}
was at that time the only procedure able to produce
satisfactory results.
In the present state, it is almost impossible (except
may be at very low overvoltage) to significantly modify
the parameters of the best cJ>(pz)models without losing
the consistency with some of the experimental data

J. Cazaux: The analytical model you use for describing
the cJ>(pz)function is obviously excellent, but any kind of
model applied to homogeneous systems and using a correct normalized value F (equation 2) would lead to the
same results when the absorption correction is negligible. This means that the correct choice for the numerical values of the mass absorption coefficients (m.a.c.) is
often more important than the choice of the model for
cJ>(pz). Do you agree? Could you indicate the best
m.a.c. values presently available?
Authors: It is correct that any cJ>(pz)function, which
would have the same integral F as in the PAP or XPP
model, would produce satisfactory atomic number corrections. It is for this reason that Bastin and Heijligers
(1991), for example, have modified their procedure, initially based on the MSG model of Packwood and Brown
(1981), to incorporate the area concept of the PAP
model.
But this does not mean that the main problem ther1
is the choice of the absorption coefficient. The second
part of your question could lead one to imagine that any
cJ>(pz)model with a correct area is able to produce a
good correction factor provided a convenient value of
the m.a.c. is used. We totally disagree with such a
statement. In fact, this kind of compensation is only effective at a single voltage for a given line and a given
take-off angle. We have shown (Pouchou and Pichoir,
1984a, 1984b) that the rough cJ>(pz)descriptions which
were commonly used in the ZAF procedures to compute
correction factors were not able to correctly predict the
variation with the accelerating voltage of the emerging
intensity, for X-rays submitted to significant absorption.
Even with an adjusted m.a.c., such models could only
agree with the measurements in a narrow voltage range,
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available. The area parameter cannot be changed by
more than 1 % , and the shape parameters cannot be
changed by more than 10%. Hence, we believe that the
errors, that the best models can still produce, are
generally less than the errors coming from the m.a.c.
uncertainty. To illustrate this point, it can be mentioned
that in an earlier paper (Pouchou and Pichoir, 1984b) we
concluded, after having applied the PAP model to the
analysis of known Ni-Al systems at varying voltage, that
the m.a.c. of Al Ka in Ni should be close to 4600
cm2/g, i.e., significantly lower than the value commonly
used at that time: 4837.5 in the table of Heinrich (1966),
or 4878 in the table of Frazer (1967). A few years
later, Heinrich (1987) published a new m.a.c. table
(built without taking into account the data derived from
XRMA) in which the value suggested for Al Ka in Ni
was reduced to 4542. In addition, several examples of
indirect m.a.c. determination applying the PAPMAC
software have been given (Pouchou and Pichoir, 1988).
The method consists in searching the m.a.c. value
which, in combination with the PAP ¢(pz) model, gives
the best fit to measurements of the intensity emerging
from known targets in a wide accelerating voltage range.
The results show that the m.a.c. values derived in that
way from microprobe data are often in fair agreement
with the values proposed in the most recent tables. The
only special situations where discrepancy may occur are
cases where the line of interest is very close to an
absorption edge of an element of the target. In such
cases, the values derived from XRMA correspond to the
average m.a.c. for all the measured emission band in the
particular target used for the experiment. Because of the
influence of bonding, it is not surprising that sometimes
this result may differ from the value given in the tables,
which in principle should correspond to the absorption
of a well-defined wavelength by an isolated atom.
Except for the special cases mentioned above, the
m.a.c. values incorporated into our software packages
are those of Heinrich ( 1987) for the photon energies
above 1 keV. In the low energy range, the values proposed by Henke et al. (1982) are used, except in cases
where more appropriate values have been derived from
microprobe experiments (Pouchou and Pichoir, 1986,
1988). Except in the vicinity of edges, the values
derived from XRMA agree closely to the Henke's
values. Since all the reliable quantitative models presently available are based on ¢(pz) curves very similar to
those of the PAP model, some PAP users (Willich,
1992b) successfully employ the m.a.c. values adjusted
by Bastin for his own procedure.
Obviously, any author who proposes a new mathematical formulation producing ¢(pz) functions very similar to the existing ones, and who tries to demonstrate the
superiority of his new procedure (by comparing its

prediction to a large data base) can reach this objective
by slightly adjusting the absorption coefficients. In fact,
considering the level of errors in the experimental data
taken as reference and remembering that most procedures neglect the effects of fluorescence by the continuum, we do not think that such an adjustment will be
meaningful.

J. Cazaux: Similar question as above, also holds for
other approaches. When establishing your method for
stratified materials, you have certainly tested it on
standard specimens of known composition and thicknesses. For the thickness determination, could you give
an example of such results (measured thickness and uncertainty with respect to the expected value)? In a simple situation (Ni coating 0.5 µm thick on a Fe substrate),
could you indicate the order of magnitude of the beam
intensity, count rate, and duration for one measurement
(at a given voltage V)? Can you also answer the same
questions for a more complex situation {such as that illustrated on Figure 18 (boron signal in the coated fiber)
or that of a light element at low concentration in a
matrix}?
Authors: As stated previously, many measurements of
pure layers with a known mass thickness deposited on
pure substrates have been performed to establish the first
model (Pouchou and Pichoir, 1984a, 1984c). Additionally, measurements reported by other authors (Reuter
1972; Reuter et al., 1978) have also been considered.
A typical example of our measurements is the case
of a Pd layer on a Mo substrate, the La lines being
measured at 40° take-off angle. The Pd film, deposited
by evaporation in ultra-high vacuum, was found to have
a thickness of 80 nm using Talystep measurements and
101 µg/cm 2 (i.e., 84 nm assuming the nominal density
of Pd) by weighting large targets. Both techniques are
expected to have an accuracy of - 5 %. Hence, the
nominal film thickness can be defined as 82 nm with an
accuracy better than 5 % . The Pd La and Mo La k-ratios measured in a wide voltage range (8-35 kV) are
given in Table 1, with the corresponding thicknesses
found with Strata, either applying the PAP or the XPP
model. Apart from the values at 30.4 kV, which seem
to be slightly in error, the results are fairly consistent
and in good agreement with the nominal thickness. If
the whole data set is used as input, the thickness is
found to be 78.9 nm applying the PAP model and 81.0
nm applying the XPP model (-3.8 % and -1.2 % deviation
from the nominal thickness, respectively).
In these
conditions, the absolute mean deviations from the experimental k-ratios are respectively 0.19 % and 0.16 %
(0. 82 % and 0. 75 % relative). In the simple case of a 0.5
µm thick Ni layer on Fe, for a beam current of 10 nA
(which is not a high value in a microprobe), the count
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Table 1. Pd La and Mo La k-ratios measured for a Pd
film (82 nm nominal thickness) on a Mo substrate and
thicknesses deduced by use of Strata (iterative mode,
full fluorescence, PAP and XPP models). Take-off
angle 40°. Assumed layer density 12 glcm 3 .

using peak-to-background methods for the evaluation of
the k-ratios (provided that a convenient peak-to-background reference library has been built). But, in the
case of stratified specimens, the peak-to-background
method will not be effective, because at a given
wavelength, the variations with the incidence angle of
the background X-ray intensity and of the characteristic
X-ray intensity corning from a near-surface segregation
are not the same.
The heterogeneity of the composition is not detectable in very thin surface films and does not affect the accuracy of the mass per surface unit determined for every
element. In thicker films (thickness much greater than
the minimum depth of analysis), a variation of the composition with depth can be evaluated by performing
measurements at varying accelerating voltages just above
the critical energy.
It can be imagined that in special situations weak
crystalline effects could be observed in surface layers.
However, since the electron beam aperture of a microprobe in the normal conditions is - 2. 10-2 radian and
since there is normally no reason to use a parallel beam,
we never had the opportunity to observe such an effect.

Thickness (nm)
PAP
XPP
model
model

Accel.
voltage
(kV)

Pd La
k-ratio

Mo La
k-ratio

8.0

0.786

0.211

80. l

82.6

10.1

0.621

0.370

81.6

82.7

12.0

0.482

0.495

80.1

81.9

15.0

0.340

0.633

78.7

81.5

20.2

0.210

0.749

79.7

82.0

25.3

0.145

0.810

78.0

80.1

30.4

0.104

0.839

72.7

74.6

35.5

0.096

0.862

79.1

81.2

rate at the maximum of Ni Ka peak is
300 els at 10
kV, with a background of - 5 els, and - 8000 els at
20 kV, with a background of - 30 els (data for a
Camebax rnicroprobe with a LiF monochromator).
Hence, to get a good statistical precision, the analysis of
a single point of the specimen requires only a few seconds counting time.
In the situation of the coated fiber of Figure 18, the
current has to be limited to avoid excessive beam broadening at low voltage, but it should be sufficient to generate enough X-ray counts for ultra-light elements. A
good compromise is to use a beam current of the order
of 50 nA. With a conventional lead stearate monochromator, the boron peak count rate would be - 1500 els
at 5 kV, with a background of - 15 els; and - 1000
els at 10 kV, with a similar background. Hence, for
every point of analysis, a counting time of 10 seconds is
quite sufficient.
A multilayer monochromator would
give a higher count rate with a slightly poorer peak-tobackground ratio.

J. Cazaux:

In example 3 (AIISi0 2 system), you
mention no detectable charging effect (opposite to the
case of a thin carbon coating). A possible explanation
is the following: the charging effects are expected to
lead to a compression of the cf>(pz) function in the
insulator (because of the slowing down of the incoming
electrons by the electric field built up) and thus to a
reduced absorption correction in the insulating part.
In the case of AIISi0 2 system, 0 Ka and Si Ka
lines are mainly absorbed by the Al coating (Si line is
just after the absorption edge of Al) and their additional
self-absorption into Si0 2 (and subjected to modifications
due to charging) is reduced. On the other hand, a thin
carbon coating does not lead to a significant absorption
effect, and the main contribution is the self-absorption
into Si0 2 (which is sensitive to charging). This difference is also increased by the fact that a large number of
electrons are penetrating into the insulating region of the
(thin) CISi0 2 system, leading to a stronger distortion
(due to charging) of the cf>(pz)function in the former
situation with respect to the latter.
What is your opinion about this possible explanation? Do you believe that it may lead to new strategies
in the analysis of insulating materials (except the migration of mobile ions that seems difficult to prevent)?
Authors: We first give a few values to illustrate your
comment. The Al layer of example 3 absorbs - 30%
of the O Ka radiation and - 15 % of the Si Ka radiation (at 40° take-off angle). For comparison, a conventional 20 nm carbon coating would absorb the O Ka line

J. Caz.aux: The same questions as above also hold for
other approaches. All the procedures applied for quantification in all microanalytical techniques are based on
the following (but often underlying) assumptions: the
specimen is flat, amorphous, and homogeneous in composition inside a given layer. In XRMA, have you
found specimens where, the assumptions being not fulfilled, the chemical analysis leads to significant errors
(associated with crystalline effects, for instance)?
Authors: The effect of the surface roughness is a general problem in quantitative XRMA. In the case of homogeneous samples, the quantitationcan be improved by
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by ~ 8% and the Si Ka line by ~ 0.3%. At 10 keV,
for the specimen of example 3, the O Ka absorption in
the SiO2 substrate is ~ 25%, and reaches ~ 55% at 20
kV; the corresponding values for Si Ka are ~ 5% and
~ 28 %. Hence, one cannot say, mainly for the O Ka
line, that the absorption in the Al layer is dominant. It
is actually of the same order of magnitude as the absorption in the substrate. However, some of the arguments
you propose may contribute to the favorable behaviour
of the Al-coated silicon oxide.

significance of the specimen description.
In these
general conditions, the number of input data is greater
than strictly necessary, and consequently, there is no
reason why the sum of the concentrations found for
every layer should exactly equal 100 %.
Any
appreciable deviation from 100 % is the sign of a
problem in the experiment or in the assumptions made
for the specimen description. In fact, measuring more
data than strictly necessary leads to a situation similar to
that of the conventional analysis of homogeneous
samples, where all the elements are measured with
respect to standards, and where the sum of the
concentrations is used as a consistency check.
In such an approach, every iteration loop outputs a
set of unnormalized concentrations, which obviously
have then to be normalized before being used as input in
the next loop.

A strong argument in favor of an Al surface layer
instead of a conventional C coating is that the anti-contamination device of the instrument can be used efficiently. The combination of air jet and cold trap eliminates the contamination by carbon; additionally, the gas
flow in the vicinity of the probe enhances the surface
conductivity. If the anti-contamination device was employed in the case of a C coating, there would always be
a danger (which depends on the operating conditions) to
burn the coating and consequently to produce scattered
results for the soft X-rays.

J.D. Brown: Packwood et al. (1987) have suggested
one method for overcoming the problem of very different substrate and layer atomic number differences for the
Gaussian model. In your model, it is unclear that such
a simple and direct method of treatment of the parameters is possible. Please comment?
Authors: Actually, we do not think that Packwood et
al. (1987) have overcome the problem in the case of extreme Z difference. They applied a method of weighting
which is only a first approximation, and which is exactly
equivalent to the weighting technique that we proposed
many years ago (Pouchou and Pichoir, 1984c), and
which has been adopted by others (Bastin et al., 1992).
The weighting rule that we proposed is a fourth degree
polynomial:

J.D. Brown: When you are analyzing thin films and
layers, provided that you have measured X-ray intensities for all elements in the layers, the results are a composition and layer thicknesses which can exactly match
the measured k-ratios. In a specimen with a thin layer
on a substrate (at each electron energy) from the layer
intensities, you can determine a composition and layer
thickness for the layer, and independently, except for the
use of the layer composition, from the substrate intensities, you can also determine layer thickness and substrate
composition. The agreement between layer thickness
determined in the two independent ways is a measure of
the quality of the data and the validity of the model.
Therefore, I am surprised that you find it necessary to
normalize compositions as you suggest in your examples. Could you please comment?
Authors: It is correct that in the case of a thin film on
a substrate, if the elements of the film are measured at
a single voltage, the result of the computation will exactly match the measured k-ratios (if there are no common
elements in the substrate). In such a case, there is no
need for a normalization of the concentrations, since the
sum of the concentrations essentially equals 1. But in
our work, we have adopted a more general approach:
some elements may be present in several layers; the
number of k-ratios that can be simultaneously processed
by the programs is not limited, and the data relative to
the substrate (provided that they are existing) are always
taken into account. Considering the radiation of the substrate is the way to appreciate the overall consistency of
the experiment, which depends on the accuracy of the
measurements, the reliability of the model, and the

This weighting law is applied in the interval
[0 - RR]; RL and RR are the double roots of the function
on the left- and right-hand side, respectively; n is the
factor required to normalize the function in the interval
[O - RR]. To define a parameter such as the surface
ionization, which essentially depends on the electron
backscattering, a value of RR close to half the maximum
depth of ionization is suitable. This is equivalent to using a Gaussian characterized by a 1/2a argument in the
Packwood et al. method. Details about the weighting
parameters have been given elsewhere (Pouchou and
Pichoir, 1990, 1991).
When there is no mathematical advantage in combining a Gaussian weighting function with the ¢(pz) expression (as in the case of Packwood et al.), expression
( 18) should be preferred because of its higher flexibility.

R.A. Waldo: You include several examples with L-analytical lines.
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elements can be subject to self-absorption effects. This
can affect the accuracy of "peak-height" k-ratios as well
as "peak-area" k-ratios because of the location of the L
absorption edges. Other than low beam voltages where
the K lines are not excited, under what conditions would
the analyst achieve better results with L analytical lines
compared to K lines?
Authors: None of the L-line examples you are referring
to are real experiments. All are purely theoretical and
didactic examples selected to illustrate the influence of
some basic physical parameters such as the critical
energy or the mass absorption coefficient.
However, the low energy L-lines are of practical
interest for the analyst who needs to reduce the depth of
analysis and who wishes to slowly vary the depth of
analysis as a function of the voltage. For example, to
obtain an analyzed depth of the order of 20 nm in
copper using the Ka line, the overvoltage has to be so
low that the resulting count rate and peak-to-background
ratio are unusable in practice. Moreover, in this low
overvoltage voltage range (just above 9 kV), increasing
the voltage by 0.1 kV would produce a large variation
of the analyzed depth (typically 10 nm).
On the
contrary, if the Cu La line is used, an ultimate depth of
ionization less than 20 nm can be obtained at - 1.7 kV,
with a sufficient counting rate (a few hundreds counts
per second) and a good peak-to-background ratio ( 100). In this low voltage range, increasing the voltage
by ·o.1kV increases the analyzed depth by only - 2 nm
so that some in-depth profiling may be performed.
Another case where the use of soft L-lines is of
interest is the case of heterogeneous specimens, where
the analyst wishes to eliminate most of the spurious radiation produced by fluorescence outside the primary volume excited by the electrons. This can be done for particulate, fibrous, or stratified materials.
To avoid
problems coming from the absorption coefficients, a low
accelerating voltage has to be used.

starting from a set of k-ratios. What is given by the
model (ZAF, PAP, XPP, MSG, or any other) is·the
capability to compute the k-ratios corresponding to a set
of concentrations (and thicknesses for a stratified specimen). But, the process is unfortunately not reversible:
the relation which would give the concentrations and
thicknesses using a set of k-ratios, does not exist.
Consequently, an iterative technique is needed to derive
a specimen description from the experimental data. The
point is that the iteration process does not give the solution, but a solution for which a near stability of the
computed k-ratios is obtained. In the case of stratified
specimens with common elements, many different concentration and thickness couples are able to produce almost the same k-ratios. Hence, for the iteration to converge to a well-defined solution, one would need to
strongly reduce the value e of the stability criterion in
equation 13. People who are concerned about the time
should note that the iteration would be longer. Now, assuming that this well-defined solution is obtained, the
problem is to know if this solution is the "true" solution.
To get the "true" solution, a perfect model and highly
accurate and precise measurements would be necessary
(again, this would require a lot of time!). For these reasons, we think that it is more effective and more reliable
for specimens with common elements to perform the
measurements with a limited statistical precision but at
several voltages.
When designing our software programs intended for
use by others (who may not be experts in XRMA of thin
films), we had to choose between two attitudes: the first
was to allow the user to declare any type of problem,
even those having multiple.solutions; the second was to
consider that only types of problems giving most meaningful results should be accepted by the program. We
adopted the latter attitude. However, the normal barriers of the program can easily be bypassed by any expert who absolutely would like to use a single voltage
for the problems which can actually be solved in that
way.
Some typical situations which cannot be solved with
a single voltage or which cannot reliably be solved every
time (depending on the voltage, the concentrations, the
thicknesses, the absorption, etc.) are listed below. The
following notations are used: A, B, C, D represent the
element symbols; an element followed by the subscript
"?" has an unknown concentration; a layer marked with
a "(?)" has an unknown thickness.
(a) the structures of the type A?-B? (?) I B (?) I A
cannot be solved, because there are more unknowns than
relations.
(b) other types of structures should theoretically
have a solution with a single voltage but cannot reliably
be solved in practice, because of the lack of accuracy of

R.A. Waldo: You state that if an element is present in
more than one layer, but in an unknown concentration in
only one layer, k-ratios must be obtained at multiple
beam voltages to calculate compositions and thicknesses.
Other thin film correction programs have shown that
specimens with an element present in multiple layers can
be analyzed with k-ratios obtained at only one beam
voltage. In the analysis of real-world specimens, time
is limited, so k-ratio measurements must be limited to an
optimum number. For what types of specimens are kratios obtained at multiple beam voltages strictly
required?
Authors: It should be clear that, for stratified specimens as well as for homogeneous specimens, there is no
direct mathematical way to obtain a set of concentrations
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the data and the models. A few typical situations are
listed below:
(bl) ArB? (?) I A-B. This situation is illustrated
by Figure 22. The computed k-ratios for Ni Ka and Cu
Ka are plotted versus accelerating voltage for three very
different hypothetical layers on a NiCu 4 substrate. The
three layers (75 nm Ni, 144 nm Ni 2Cu, and 300 nm
NiCu) have the same Ni content (67.5 µ,g/cm2 , with an
assumed density of 9 g/cm 3). It can be seen that for Ni
and Cu the curves corresponding to the three different
descriptions cross at 15 kV. In fact, an infinite number
of other specimen descriptions are able to give the same
k-ratios at 15 kV.
(b2) ArB? (?) I A. This situation, which basically is
not different from the previous one, is illustrated by
Figure 23. The k-ratios for Si Ka and Ti Ka corresponding to a Si surface segregation of 10 µ,g/cm2
(equivalent to 43 nm pure Si) are plotted for three different hypotheses: pure Si, TiSi 2 or Ti 5 Si3 on Ti substrate. It can be seen that, except in the low voltage
region, the computed curves cannot be distinguished.
Hence, at 15 kV for instance, the iteration with a single
voltage would not be effective. Except in the low-voltage plateau where the k-ratios are not sensitive to the
thickness, many concentration and thickness couples
would produce, at any voltage, almost the same k-ratios
for both elements.
(b3) A (?) / B (?) / A. In practice, a single voltage
enables here to estimate the thickness of layer B, but not
of layer A.
(b4) A (?) / B (?) / A (?) I C. In this situation, the
thickness of layer B and the total mass thickness of element A can be determined, but a reliable determination
of the individual thicknesses of layers A is not possible.
(bS) A (?) I A?-B? (?) I C. This case corresponds
to Figure 15 in the text.
(b6) ArB? (?) I A-C (?) I B-C.
(b7) ArB? (?) I C?-D? (?) I A-D.
(c) The structures of the type A?-B? (?) / A-B-C
should normally have a solution, but, however, the iteration scheme that we use may fail when the k-ratios of
element C are low and consequently have a weak contribution to the absolute deviation D between the computed
and the experimental k-ratios. For such situations, it
would be more efficient to introduce some relative deviation into the computation of D. But, in the majority of
other cases, the use of relative deviations would excessively enhance the influence of the minor elements on
the iterative process, and would lead to a loss of
accuracy for the major elements.
(d) In many other situations with common element(s), an iterative procedure, based on single voltage
measurements, may fail if some information about the
specimen structure is lost, either because an element
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Figure 22. Curves of Cu Ka and Ni Ka k-ratios for
three hypothetical surface layers containing 67 .5 µ,g/cm2
Ni at the surface of a NiCu 4 substrate. The different
layers give the same k-ratios at - 15 kV.
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Figure 23.

Curves of Si Ka and Ti Ka k-ratios for
three hypothetical surface layers containing 10 µ,g/cm2
Si at the surface of a pure Ti substrate. Except at low
overvoltage, the different curves cannot be distinguished.
located at a certain depth is not excited or because its radiation 1s almost completely absorbed m the
overlayer(s).
R.A. Waldo: The tail-sections of cp(pz) curves are less
accurately known than the near-surface regions. The
carbon film thickness in the SiC fiber example was necessarily calculated from the tail-sections of the Si cp(pz)
curves. What kind of accuracy would you expect in
such a carbon film thickness determination? In a specimen in which all the layer elemental k-ratios are measured, would you recommend using the substrate k-ratios
as additional information to calculate the layer compositions and thicknesses? Would your recommendation be
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independent on the thickness of the overlayers?
Authors: We would like to qualify your statement
about the ¢(pz) tail-sections by clearly distinguishing
two aspects. On one hand, it is not possible to significantly change the tail parameter of a good <j,(pz) model
without deteriorating its consistency with the experimental data of reference. This means that the tail parameter
suited to a given model (for example, the ultimate
ionization depth Rx in the case of the PAP model) is
well known (less than 10% uncertainty). But, on the
other hand, it is obvious that in the cp(pz) ending region
different models with different mathematical shapes can
predict quite different k-ratios. For example, the number of primary ionizations is zero at depth Rx in the
PAP model but not in models with Gaussian or exponential tails (MSG or XPP). In this extreme region, the
result is more dependent on the mathematical formulation of the cp(pz) curve than on the knowledge of the tail
parameter itself. This implies that using the extreme
tail-region of the cp(pz)distribution for practical quantitative applications is hazardous (as already shown in example 3 of Al/SiO 2) and that techniques based on the
concept of the appearance potential are probably not
very accurate. But, as soon as the terminal part of
cp(pz) involved in the process represents a sufficient
fraction of ¢(pz) area, there is no major drawback in
using it for estimating a thickness or a concentration.
For example, in the case of a layer thickness determined
by use of the substrate radiation, the results given by the
PAP model and by the XPP model differ by less than
10% as soon as the tail-section of ¢(pz) involved in the
computation represents O% of the total area below the
curve.
In the example of the SiC fiber of Figure 18, the
thickness of the carbon film is not calculated using the
extreme tail-sections of the Si ¢(pz) curves. In fact, the
carbon film is located between -150 and 360 µg/cm 2 ,
while the maximum ionization depths (Rx) for Si Ko: are
- 600, 1000 and 2000 µg/cm 2 at 15, 20 and 30 kV, respectively. The C/SiC interface at - 360 µg/cm 2 is actually much closer to the depth Rm where the Si Ko: distributions are maximum ( - 200, 300, and more than
500 µg/cm 2 , respectively) than to their ending point Rx.
In the present case, considering the special difficulty of
this specimen, a value of - 15 % is probably a reasonable estimation of the accuracy of the indirect carbon
thickness determination.
As stated previously, our programs systematically
take into account the substrate k-ratios (provided that
they have been measured) for the characterization of an
overlayer. This is generally a good way to check the
experiment, and sometimes to discover that the specimen
is not what was expected.
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